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Did you do a lot of research for this book?

I like to spend a few months in the gathering-and-absorbing phase before I move into writing. That 

means a stack of every book I can find on the topic of interest and, when I’m lucky, a trip someplace where 

people think about that topic differently than I do.

To research Atlantis, you have to begin with Plato. He wrote two cryptic texts called Timeaus and 

Critias, both unfinished, which are the earliest—and, many scholars say, the only “true”—accounts of 

Atlantis. Plato gives compellingly exact descriptions of the place, down to the measurements of the land 

and the types of metals found in the ground, so we know he had a very clear vision of Atlantis. What we 

don’t know is whether Plato believed in Atlantis. Most scholars vote no, claiming that Plato wrote these 

two texts as part of a writing assignment from Dionysius II given at a literary festival.

But for many—including the occultist writers whose books I devoured while preparing to write  

Teardrop and the Turkish and Greek graduate students who led me on an Atlantean research-scavenger 

hunt through Athens, Greece, and Ephesus, Turkey—the existence of Atlantis existence is historical fact. 
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For me, there is an important poetic truth in Plato’s writings. They were the foundation of my research 

and the backbone of the series in the same way the Bible was the backbone of Fallen.

How did writing the FALLEN novels prepare you to write Teardrop? Has your process 

changed since you first started writing?
The Fallen novels were my first experience with series writing. Before that my projects were always 

stand-alone stories, so their narratives had clean(er) lines. The Fallen novels were an unwieldy beast 

whose tail I couldn’t see the end of until I wrote it. I had to school myself in story mechanics with each 

new book. I stopped fighting “plot” and began to embrace outlining. Sometimes I’d still prefer to flit 

wherever inspiration wafts me—but Fallen taught me the importance of giving your story a skeleton 

around which to graft the tissue.

It also taught me to stay in a kissing scene for longer than it took me to get embarrassed—just  

beyond my blush seems to be the sweet spot.

What’s the most unexpected part of being a full-time writer?

That writing doesn’t get any easier. I still worry that every idea I have will be my last. Every time I 

start to plot a book, I fear the book will rebel and hatch a plot against me.

It helps to read my heroes’ novels (DeLillo, Marquez, Woolf, Faulkner, Fitzgerald, Patchett,  

Pullman). I also like to cook for friends and family who remind me over dinner that I go through  

precisely this same panic every time. 
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